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ABSTRACT 

The use of geographic information science in historical landscape studies at the theoretical-

methodological level constitutes a clear scientific gap that needs to be filled. This work explores this field, 

considering important issues in relation to spatio-temporal analyses and integration, as well as the sources 

and the main techniques which can be used. A brief description and explanation is provided of 

photointerpretation, vector, raster and remote sensing techniques as useful tools for spatial analysis in 

historical landscape studies. Finally, an overview of the field is given through several examples of case 

studies and theoretical-methodological publications, providing in this way a brief state-of-the-art.  

Keywords: spatial analysis; integration; comparison; combination; geostatistics; modelling. 

CIENCIA DE LA INFORMACIÓN GEOGRÁFICA EN LOS ESTUDIOS HISTÓRICOS DEL PAISAJE 

RESUMEN  

 El uso de la ciencia de la información geográfica en los estudios históricos del paisaje a nivel 

teórico-metodológico constituye una clara laguna científica que necesita ser solventada. Este trabajo 

explora dicho campo, considerando importantes cuestiones en relación con los análisis espacio temporales 

y de integración de fuentes y métodos, así como las fuentes y las principales técnicas que pueden ser 

usadas. De esta manera, se proporciona una breve descripción y explicación de la fotointerpretación, y de 

las técnicas vectorial, ráster y de teledetección como herramientas útiles para el análisis espacial en los 

estudios históricos del paisaje. Finalmente, se presenta una visión de conjunto del campo abordado a 

través de varios ejemplos de casos de estudio y publicaciones teórico-metodológicas, proporcionando así 

un breve estado del arte. 
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1. Introduction 

Historical landscape studies clearly need further development in terms of methodological 

foundations in order to provide researchers with the means for accuracy and objectivity in the way the 

historical sources are analyzed, which are often difficult to interpret and/or correlate to results from other 

source types. In this respect, the combination of methodological contributions of fields related to historical 

landscape studies is key. In other words, researchers interested in historical landscape studies should take 

into account methodologies employed in related fields. 

The above is demonstrable since spatial analysis has received little attention in the field of 

historical landscape studies, with just a very few case studies applying it. Likewise, there is a clear 

absence of theoretical and methodological perspectives on this topic. A quick query on SCOPUS returned 

a striking result, with only 40 documents found and all published in the last 20 years. The author key 

words used in the search were “spatial analys*” and “historic*”, with documents limited to the areas of 

social sciences, environmental science, arts and humanities, earth and planetary sciences and agricultural 

and biological sciences (Scopus 2021). In light of this finding, the objective of this paper is to explore 

spatial analysis methods and their application and integration in the wide field of historical landscape 

studies. 

The main disciplines considered to be related with historical landscape studies are landscape 

ecology, land change/systems science, landscape research, historical ecology, landscape history, historical 

geography and environmental history (Gautreau 2010; Hughes 2006; Kienast et al. 2007; McLeman et al. 

2010). The first three in particular have made important contributions to spatial analysis. In landscape 

ecology, the concept of landscape patterns is based on the spatial dimension, with the area, perimeter and 

shape of land plots playing an essential role in their calculation and interpretation (Farina 2006; Gustafson 

1998). Moreover, the integration or consideration of history in this discipline guarantees the incorporation 

of the temporal dimension (Tappeiner et al. 2020). Land change science is largely based on analyses of 

land use and land cover change. There has been considerable progress made in this discipline in parallel 

with advances in earth-observation technologies and a number of methodological-related challenges have 

been identified (Rindfuss et al. 2004; Turner et al. 2007). For its part, landscape research is importantly 

supported by photointerpretation and remote sensing techniques in their analyses (Zimmermann et al. 

2007). It should be noted that all three disciplines also undertake landscape monitoring on the basis of 

spatial data, for which frequency and temporal resolution are crucial features.  

A fundamental element in all the aforementioned disciplines is the concept of land change, along 

with the incorporation of different aspects of the changes that take place and the study of landscape 

trajectories and evolutions. According to Antrop (1998), the following questions arise about this concept: 

(1) change of what? (variable); (2) what is the frequency of change? (rate); (3) what is the magnitude of 

change? (size); and (4) what reference time frame is used? (study period). 

An obvious link, and very related concept to the topic tackled by this work is the Historical 

geographic information systems (HGIS), that have become essential tools in historical landscape studies to 

introduce the temporal component and help answer these four questions. There are at least three key points 
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that explain the importance of HGIS. The first concerns the integration in geographic information systems 

(GIS) of historical maps, which normally include information that cannot be found in other sources 

(Rumsey and Williams 2002). From a technical point of view, the need to create “a standardized process 

to assess map comparability in a systematic way”, as stated by Loran et al. (2018), should be highlighted. 

When dealing with hand-drawn maps from the past that are proportional to today’s maps (i.e., 

proportional to reality), tasks that entail the georeferencing, measuring and registering of data and its 

integration with other geographical information can be performed in a GIS. Fuchs et al. (2015) explored 

the potential of using old maps and encyclopedias in the reconstruction of historic changes in European 

land cover/use. The results obtained can be added to the documentary evidence normally used in this type 

of study. The second key point is public (non-academic) involvement in HGIS (Lafreniere et al. 2019), 

allowing the transfer of knowledge from society to science through citizen participation in data collection 

tasks (Southall and Lafreniere 2019). Although volunteered geographic information has not yet been fully 

integrated in HGIS, perhaps because it is a relatively recent phenomenon (Budhathoki et al. 2008; Panek 

and Netek 2019), the broad public, and not only researchers, are becoming increasingly interested in 

spatio-temporal analyses (Andrienko et al. 2010). This is evidenced by the options available on various 

online geospatial platforms (e.g., Google Earth). Also important, as highlighted by Singleton and Arribas-

Bel (2019), is the link between the fields of geography and data science, particularly with respect to so-

called “big data” and the feedback that is generated in which volunteering plays an important role. 

Likewise, the field of history benefits from the spatial knowledge and contributions of the public. The 

third key point is that the implementation of an HGIS platform requires a significant amount of resources 

in terms of both time and money (Lafreniere et al. 2019). For example, the development and construction 

of a large geodatabase (a core feature of HGIS) is economically and temporally viable only in specific 

contexts, such as within a well-funded research project (Szabó et al. 2018). 

2. Central issues for spatio-temporal analyses 

Spatio-temporal analyses are essentially based on the: (1) comparison; (2) combination; and (3) 

generation of new data. All these procedures provide datasets that represent the changes that have taken 

place through new vector or raster layers and values. 

2.1. Comparison 

Comparisons involve the overlaying of historic maps and/or images (aerial photos and satellite 

imagery) of the same site in different years. They allow the extraction of data from the differences that 

exist between the documents being compared, and the registration and quantification of the changes (i.e., 

the different classes) of a given variable (e.g., land cover, land use, vegetation patches) in a landscape. 

Measuring them and calculating their differences and rates of change are basic operations, but with highly 

informative results. The results are not only presented spatially but also numerically, although always 

associated with the spatial dimension (e.g., GIS layer of plot area). For example, land cover layers of two 

or more years of the same area can be used to calculate the specific area, in each year, for all the classes 

present. Subsequently, a simple statistical treatment of the data will provide the area per land cover class 

in those years, as well as the quantified changes between them. In addition, with the magnitude and time 

component we can determine the rates of change of the studied variable. Another powerful resource is the 
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transition matrix. This indicates all the change possibilities among the different classes (Xu et al. 2020), 

i.e., changes of class a to class b, class c and class d; changes of class b to class a, class c, and class d, and 

so on. 

2.2. Combination 

Combinations involve the use of two or more layers to perform spatial operations that are based 

on arithmetic or algebraic operations (i.e., map algebra in raster format). In this way, the location of each 

land change can be obtained – defined by boundaries in vector format – or their exact position in space – 

in raster format – along time. Environmental trajectories based on different classes of the chosen variable 

can thus be established. 

2.3. Generation of new data 

New data can be generated through geo-statistics and modelling. These techniques allow several 

interesting research possibilities in relation to how the land used to be in the past. For example, data can 

be generated for a given year through statistical inference (past projection), and landscape modelling can 

be undertaken on the basis of ancient elements that remain on the land (e.g., heritage elements) for 

obtaining a complete surface with its values. The reconstruction of an environmental or human variable 

(e.g., rainfall or land use) with a series of data in a given timeframe is based on a statistical treatment of 

the data in terms of correlations (Kriesche et al. 2020). That is, inferences can be established in spatio-

temporal terms. Historic trends and patterns can be used to help reconstruct landscapes beyond our own 

time frame. Even ancient cultural landscapes of premodern societies can be known with the aid of 

archaeological and/or paleo-environmental data (Kempf 2020). Geo-statistics allows new data to be 

obtained, while modeling can provide the depiction of an entire area from the spatially defined data of a 

given variable through interpolation. 

3. Integration issues 

Spatial data can differ in type (map, aerial photography, satellite imagery), nature (historical 

written data, pictures), time frame (archaeological or prehistorical, historical and current times) and/or 

thematic classification (e.g., Corine Land Cover (CLC) or Land Use Data Analysis (LUDA) (Riitters et al. 

1995)). The different integrations that may be required are explained below (Fig. 1): 

Temporal integration (horizontal integration; Fig. 1-a): the combination of sources that cover 

different historical periods. The need to construct long timelines with data of interest has led some authors 

to propose the integration of paleobiology, archaeology and history (Rick and Lockwood, 2013), or 

ecology and history (Hayashida, 2005). Sources such as archaeological data, historical maps and aerial 

photographs can be integrated in a GIS, enabling spatio-temporal analyses. This type of integration seeks 

to enlarge the timeframe of the study (e.g., Santana-Cordero et al. 2014). In this manner, the establishment 

of trends and trajectories of landscape changes over the course of various centuries and even millennia is 

feasible. Although such long-term analyses are not common in historical landscape studies (possibly in 

prehistoric landscape studies), they nevertheless constitute a theoretical issue of interest. 
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Multi-type integration (vertical integration; Fig. 1-b): the integration of a number of documents 

with different types of spatial data (e.g., historical map, topographic cartography, aerial photo and satellite 

imagery), as carried out by Hese et al. (2020). 

Multi-nature integration (Fig. 1-c): the integration of non-spatially-explicit information in a spatial 

framework. Historical written documents can contain descriptions about the location (even the 

coordinates) and characteristics of the land elements of interest, allowing the integration of archival 

sources or pictures into a map. Santana-Cordero et al. (2012, fig. 3), Trueman et al. (2013) and 

Santruckova et al. (2015) provide some examples. 

Multi-thematic integration (Fig. 1-d): the procedure of equalizing the levels of the thematic 

content and spatial details of different sources (Petit and Lambin 2001), allowing application of the basics 

of a spatio-temporal analysis to them. In other words, it constitutes a way to harmonize or standardize the 

thematic data and the spatial resolution of two or more sources for an optimal thematic and spatial fit. One 

example is the procedure to adapt a LUDA dataset to CLC classes to facilitate the integration. 

 

 

Figure 1. Graphical representation of the different types of integration. 

 

4. The sources: cartography, aerial photography, digital geographic information and satellite 

imagery 

Cartographic documents, especially historic maps, are extremely valuable sources of information to 

know how the land was centuries back. Historic maps can be proportional to the land or not (i.e., 

proportional to current cartography or not). The former case is interesting, as it allows the overlaying of 
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different georeferenced maps, the taking of measurements, and the digitization and subsequent analysis of 

land elements. In the latter case, measurements cannot be made but overlaying remains possible with other 

similar maps without real spatial proportions in order to extract thematic information about the element of 

interest and make potential comparisons. However, such analyses are beyond the scope of this paper (for 

more information on these analyses see Santana-Cordero and Szabó 2019). 

Aerial photography has become a very important (re)source for both land analysis and monitoring. 

The spatial and temporal extension and high accessibility of aerial photographs – Spatial Data 

Infrastructures (SDI) provide them, sometimes via a Web Map Service (WMS) – underline their 

importance. Indeed, modern cartography and digital geographic information are dependent on it, acting as 

a primordial source of information for land representation. The availability of aerial photography from as 

far back as the 1930s (for some places) to current times (Morgan et al. 2010) is extremely useful when 

undertaking diachronic studies that focus on and analyze one or more variables (e.g., land cover, land use 

and/or vegetation patches). 

Digital geographic information comprises a set of digital GIS layers that provide data on different 

land characteristics. Such information is often created by researchers themselves and made available to 

others. This kind of information can be found on the Internet at different levels and scales; global, 

continental and national/regional. The information provided can contain many variables which can be 

spatially represented (including land cover, land use, soil type, vegetation patches, cadastral data, heritage 

elements, regional planning information, etc.), giving the researcher a significant input of data for 

analysis. The richness of such data also lies in its thematic dimension, above all with respect to the vector 

format in which each layer contains an attribute table that can contain important information. In this 

regard, the raster format has its limitations, since a pixel generally represents just one datum. 

Satellite imagery is another important source of spatial information covering all the Earth with a high 

frequency and available in general terms from the 1970s onwards. It should be noted that the evolution of 

satellite platforms has improved the different resolutions of satellite imagery (spatial, spectral and 

radiometric). Furthermore, remote sensing (the treatment and analysis of satellite imagery) has its own 

issues and analytical procedures, highlighting the land classifications for diachronic analyzes. 

Finally, it should be highlighted that SDIs are undoubtedly the best providers of spatial information 

sources. Collaborative cartography projects (e.g., OpenStreetMap), also accessible from a GIS, also 

constitute interesting platforms for spatial information advancement. 

5. The main techniques 

4.1. Photointerpretation 

Photointerpretation constitutes the classical analysis technique for cartographic documents in 

geography and related disciplines. In a broad sense, it consists in the discrimination and identification of 

different patches (e.g., land cover, vegetation, etc.) and/or land elements through a set of criteria based on 

the characteristics of the image for a given variable. Morgan et al. (2010) list these criteria as tone or 

color, size, shape, texture, pattern, shadow, and site and context. Although photointerpretation has 

traditionally been carried out with aerial photographs in paper format, while the task today is essentially 

the same the researcher normally works on a computer screen, through a viewfinder or a GIS. This has the 
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major advantage of enabling the data or land elements of interest to be digitized in the form of vector 

layers, as well as allowing the addition of their attributes and the preparation of the data to carry out 

spatio-temporal analyses. 

4.2. Vector analyses – intersection 

An essential vector operation in historical landscape studies is the intersection, which allows 

comparisons to be undertaken. This operation involves the overlaying of two (or more) polygon layers, 

resulting in a new layer that contains all the polygons from the crossing of the former layers, and 

collecting the thematic data (fields of the attribute table) from them. “Vector intersection” is the procedure 

used to analyze landscape changes between two different dates, and is useful for the establishment of a 

transition matrix (Gerard et al. 2010; Xu et al. 2020). In such a matrix, it can be seen how the land cover 

of a particular landscape has changed, for example in terms of area and cover type, as well as the 

extension of an area that has changed to another land cover type. Using the second level of Corine Land 

Cover nomenclature by way of example, we can see how much area of one class (1.1) has gone to each of 

the other classes (1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 2.1, etc.) in two different years, and the same with the rest of the classes. It 

therefore allows a detailed exploration of all the changes and is useful for the establishment of landscape 

trends and trajectories based on land cover, land use or vegetation patches, landscape metrics, or other 

variables. 

Intersection also serves to detect land changes when comparing the same variable (e.g., land cover) 

on different dates. In this way, change/persistence can be identified and measured in the resulting layer. 

Also, the performing of landscape (ecology) metrics is proposed using vector data. These operations, 

which are normally done in raster format, use the number of grid pixels of each category to be calculated. 

This can be done by replacing the number of grid pixels of the total landscape and of each category 

(Turner et al. 2001) with the total area of the landscape and of each polygon, respectively. This practice 

opens up new possibilities for using vector data in an analysis typically performed with raster data. 

4.3. Raster analyses – map algebra, geo-statistics and modelling 

Raster data can be used to perform map algebra, geo-statistics and modelling through interpolation 

procedures. 

Map algebra can be used, for instance, to count the number of times the pixels of a given area have 

changed through time. Since it is possible to detect if there has been a change or not through a simple 

vector intersection between two years for a given area, from here, rasterization on a binary raster (0 - no 

changes; 1 - change) and the summation of several binary rasters, gathering the 0-1 values referring to 

other dates, gives us a final raster with 2 or more values (i.e. 0 changes, 1 change, 2 changes, 3 changes, 

etc.) with which landscape dynamism can be measured. Moreover, from a diachronic perspective, land 

cover change “hotspots” can in this way be identified, measured and studied in detail. 

Landscape metrics, as mentioned above, are normally calculated from raster data. Studying landscape 

metrics in different years for a given study area allows us to know the degree of the temporal change of 

complexity, connectivity and other ecological processes commonly studied in landscape ecology (Farina 

2006). An overview of this topic can be consulted in Gustafson (1998). A practical and useful plugin for 
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QGIS called LecoS (Landscape Ecology Statistics) is available that makes these tasks easier when 

performing landscape metrics calculations. 

For its part, geo-statistics can be used to make past projections for a given variable based on 

correlations and inferences towards the past. In this way, it is possible to explore the values of the studied 

variables beyond the timeframe availability of data. A past scenario can be reconstructed to know the 

characteristics of a given old or ancient area, thereby providing an important input to understand the 

temporal evolution of a landscape or ecosystem. 

In the case of modelling, the existence on land of ancient structures or heritage elements which are 

normally associated with land use allow spatial reconstructions to be carried out through interpolation 

procedures, enabling the generation of a past scenario of a given variable. One interesting possibility is a 

map of intensities according to closeness/remoteness among the elements modelled (e.g., a map of land 

use intensity). 

4.4. Remote sensing analyses – classifications and indices 

Remote sensing allows unsupervised and supervised classifications, among other types, to be made 

based on satellite imagery (Chuvieco 2019; Corbelle Rico and Crecente Maseda 2009). The comparison of 

the classification of a given area in two different years reveals the differences that exist between them. If 

the historical availability and resolution issues are known, it is possible to determine the suitability of 

these sources for the study area and period. 

The study of a biophysical variable (e.g., vegetation status) offers the opportunity to uncover 

information for large areas about a specific topic which would not be possible by other means. By way of 

example, a researcher can determine the extent of the health of a forest through the NDVI (normalized 

differential vegetation index) and the spatio-temporal changes in this variable through the years, as well as 

examine any correlations between it and other known natural or human variables. 

6. Outlook: case studies applying geographic information science in historical landscape studies 

Although geographic information science (GISc) has not yet been fully integrated in historical 

landscape studies, some examples can be found in the literature that apply it in several forms. Some 

theoretical-methodological publications also shed light on GIS-based spatio-temporal analyses 

(Plumejeaud et al. 2011; Van de Weghe et al. 2014), although their development is beyond the scope of 

this work. In addition, Svenningsen et al. (2021) give some important insights into working with historical 

maps where context plays an essential role in the land use/cover categories. This can complicate direct 

comparisons with modern maps as multi-thematic integrations are required. For their part, Van de Weghe 

et al. (2014) proposed a continuous spatio-temporal model aimed at integrating both dimensions at 

multiple resolutions. Another interesting contribution is that of Levin et al. (2020) who explored an 

automated production for readable spatial datasets to detect land categories using Danish topographical 

maps from the late 1800s. Groom et al. (2021) developed a similar process to automatically digitize sand 

dunes from historic maps of northern Jutland (Denmark). 

Using photointerpretation, Gautreau (2010) examined 251 land-survey charts for the period 1833-

1860 that were georeferenced and integrated into a GIS. The aim was to explore the spatial distribution of 
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different forest types and reconsider the dynamics of woody vegetation in the last two centuries in 

Uruguay. Shrubland descriptions taken from the written accounts of travelers/explorers were compared 

with current satellite-based maps of vegetation (from 2003), in this way practicing a form of multi-nature 

integration (see section “Integration issues”). Frajer et al. (2020) registered about 1,000 historical ponds 

currently integrated in the urban fabric of 43 cities in the Bohemia region of the Czech Republic, where 

many of them have been converted into other land covers or simply disappeared. Matasov et al. (2019) 

studied land use/cover change in the period 1770-2010 using historical maps, statistics and satellite 

imagery in Russia. Through modelling, McLeman et al. (2010) generated GIS-based precipitation and 

temperature models throughout their study area (Canada) from data series from the period 1901-2000. The 

aim was to identify the likelihood of drought conditions and combine the results with census data “to 

identify potential spatial associations between climatic conditions and population change”. Kempf (2021) 

carried out a similar study on land cover change and desertification processes in northern China and 

Mongolia through multi-nature integration. Likewise, Krebs et al. (2012) created models to reconstruct the 

eco-cultural niche of giant chestnut trees in Switzerland strongly supported by statistical analyses of 65 

environmental and cultural predictors. Domaas (2007) explored ancient tilled field patterns in Western 

Norway on the basis of 4 GIS layers: quaternary geology, distance from the hamlet, slope and folded 

aspect. A comparison was then made using these layers, which were overlaid to obtain a map with 4 

categories, with 1 indicating the highest quality soil and therefore likely to be tilled. Through a lidar 

(lexicalized acronym for Light Detection And Ranging) analysis, Johnson and Ouimet (2021) calculated 

land use intensity in northeastern USA using data on relict charcoal hearths and stone walls as variables, 

obtaining the density over a km2 gridded layer. The variables used were also linked to widespread 

deforestation in the region. Ryavec (2001) designed a method to study changes in cultivated lands 

between 1830 and 1990 in central Tibet. The author used a Tibetan land decree (1830) and compared its 

data with current patterns. 

As for landscape monitoring, Kienast et al. (2019) briefly described the program established in 

Norway in which GIS-based analyses of aerial photographs and other data are employed, and highlighted 

the significant positive correlations between social preferences and certain basic landscape metrics 

(number of land types, number of patches and land type diversity). For their part, Bayissa et al. (2019) 

created a model of drought derived from indicators obtained through satellite imagery in order to manage 

and monitor crops in Ethiopia. 

7. Concluding remarks 

Basic background, important concepts on spatio-temporal analysis, sources, the main techniques, 

and examples of the application of them in the scientific literature have been provided, with a thematic 

thread based on spatio-temporal analysis dimension in order to make a methodological contribution to the 

wide field of historical landscape studies. 

This work has been based on the scant scientific literature available with the intention of providing 

an initial approximation to the integration of GISc in historical landscape studies. The main contribution 

of this study is the definition of the most important issues in spatio-temporal analyses and data integration. 

In this way, a general introduction to the topic is presented which can be developed and/or complemented 

with new contributions in the near future.  
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